COORDINATE REFERENCING NEWS - APRIL 2016

NSACS Updates

NSACS updated: Coordinates for the 40th ACS, Gaetz Brook (GATZ) have been published and are now available through the NSCRS Viewer.

Data Updates

NSCRS Viewer Version 1.2.0 released

The following enhancements have been made to the NSCRS Viewer:

- A link to NSACS site logs can now be found when NSACS are clicked on.
- The Coordinate Status shows in red when values are not ‘Published’ and a link has been added to explain coordinate status meanings
- Users must now accept a disclaimer when viewing the property layer
- The MTM station report layout has been modified to facilitate one page printing
- The ‘Enter’ key is now disabled when submitting data to prevent unintended data submissions
- New ranges for the UTM northing and easting values have been implemented during data submission (Northing: 1,000,000 – 7,000,000 Easting: 100,000 – 900,000)
- The data submission functionality has been modified to keep the session alive as long as the user is logged in and the browser is open.
- Submitting an observation no longer immediately updates the Status/Status Date in the Station Report. This information gets updated when the observations is accepted.
- The Calendar on the Data Submission forms has been restricted to not allow dates in the future to be entered to prevent erroneous data submissions.
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